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Big News

El Paso reaches 'breaking point' as migrants flood downtown

WRITERS’ STRIKE NOW AT A HALT
After being convicted to 90 consecutive life sentences for the Walmart shooting that occurred in 2019, Patrick Crusius has agreed to pay over five million dollars to families of the victims. U.S. District Judge David Gauderama stated that Crusius will be paying over five million with hopes to pay the families in restitution. The shooting had been the deadliest mass shooting since 2006 linked to a hate crime.

Walmart shooter $5 million in debt

New Jersey Democratic senator Bob Mendez has insisted on his stay, after being indicted on corruption charges after $480,000 were found in the back of his car. Mendez and his wife were accused of using his power in the Senate to benefit the government in Egypt. Mendez denied the allegations, claiming the money taken out was for personal use.

Senator refuses to leave office

Two faculty members have been selected to receive McDonald’s Hispanic Trailblazer Award for their professional achievement and service to the community. Bushi, Ph.D., and Irora Santiago, Ph.D., were celebrated at the 22nd annual awards. Moya dedicated her career to advancing health and social injustice while Santiago mentioned her appreciation to engineering.

Faculty presented with award

Are they with us? A quick dive into the new alien claims

El Paso reaches 'breaking point' as migrants flood downtown area

El Paso Space Festival launches into orbit

Paving a path to gridiron greatness in Dimel Era
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Within the last decade, humanity has become more comfortable with the idea of not being alone in this universe. Instead of questioning whether extra-terrestrial life exists or not, we have started to question when the human race will actually come face to face with extra-terrestrial life.

Mexico might have found an answer, and it seems like they have been here with us all along. Or have they?

Mexico held a congressional hearing in which two “non-human corpses” were presented by journalist and ufologist Jaime Maussan Sept. 12 in Mexico City. The two small mummified corpses were allegedly found in Cusco, Peru in 2019. In this same hearing a video of 11 unidentified flying objects, or UFOs from the Mexican Air Force were shown, alongside photos of other UFO sightings around the country.

During the hearing, Maussan presented evidence proving these corpses contained non-human DNA; at least one-third of their corpses contained non-human DNA; at least one-third of their bodies were DNA and Maussan’s credibility came to a downfall after being linked to debunked alien findings back in 2015, in which he claimed to find alien corpses but later on were discovered to be the remains of children. Aside from skepticism, there are also people who believe this is the real thing. Cassandra Lopez, a firm believer in these artifacts being real, talks about why she believes in them. “Me and my dad were talking about it, and it just doesn’t make sense why people don’t really believe this. I mean why would they lie to us about this? If it wasn’t real why show them through the government?” Lopez said.

While the public continues to debate how legitimate these claims are, scientists in the field find themselves questioning whether this real or not. Many do not trust Maussan’s claims since his debunked findings. Science communicator, video creator and entrepreneur Hank Green recently discussed the credibility of these findings through a TikTok video. “They look like they are molded by hand with clay to me,” Green said.

He continues to question Maussan’s motivation to fake these findings and warns the public to be aware of his previously debunked findings. Whether these findings are real or not is still a question to be answered. Is it still too early to determine the legitimacy of these aliens? Officials say we must wait until this evidence is reviewed by a trustworthy third party to come to a safe conclusion. Until then we will continue to ask ourselves, who can we trust, and will we ever come face to face with the non-human race known as aliens?

Regardless of whether or not aliens discovered were real but I do think aliens are real. While the public continues to think aliens discovered were real but I do think aliens are real. I'm convinced.

“Yeah. Controversial. But yeah.”

“Don’t be skeptical, the non-human race is real or not it is a question to be answered. It is still too early to determine the legitimacy of these aliens? Officials say we must wait until this evidence is reviewed by a trustworthy third party to come to a safe conclusion. Until then we will continue to ask ourselves, who can we trust, and will we ever come face to face with the non-human race known as aliens?”
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El Paso reaches breaking point as migrants flood downtown

In Eagle Pass, with no idea of what the future holds. For 32-year-old migrant Ender, who comes from Venezuela, the means of transportation to get here was riding the infamous ‘La Bestia’ or ‘The Beast’ in English.

‘La Bestia’, the freight train starting in Chiapas; a southern Mexican state that borders Guatemala, is where many choose to decide their fate. Most migrants making a run for it in the darkness of the night and illegally jumping onto the train like Ender, they risk their lives and the lives of their families all for a better life. A well-known characteristic of ‘La Bestia’ is the lack of passenger cars, meaning migrants are forced to sit atop cargo putting them at risk of falling over, many times, to their deaths.

‘Me monté en el tren y había un accidente y tuvimos que bajarnos del tren,’ Ender said. ‘Vi varios delincuentes que buscaban de mon tarse en el tren. No vi personas que se cayeron, pero sí es duro.’

Many migrants like Ender arrive in Ciudad Juárez after hitching a ride on ‘La Bestia’ which is not an easy feat but is a necessary one to leave the troubles of their homes. Ender speaks on the dangers of riding ‘La Bestia’ and although he encountered no deaths, he knows why many struggle to survive.

‘En Venezuela perdi mi hogar a manos de la delincuencia y no tenía apoyo en la familia de mi esposa ni de mi familia. Y decidí buscar como quien dice, un mejor futuro para mis hijos,’ Ender said.

Ender hopes the U.S. can help him get a work visa or find work in general as many other migrants come with the hopes of finding work and a better life. Whether it’s alone or with family many try to find work quickly to send funds back to their home countries.

‘Vengo sola, estoy sola y bueno en la calle,’ 25-year-old migrant María said.

Arriving in El Paso alone, María; a migrant from Colombia finds herself at a crossroads trying to find her way to Orlando, Fla. where she says a friend is waiting for her with a job. A job which she hopes will help provide so she can send money back to her family.

One of the migrants from Venezuela at San Jacinto Plaza who is seeking asylum. Photo by Annabella Mireles/The Prospector

Migrants take COVID tests at San Jacinto Plaza Sep. 22. Photo by Annabella Mireles/The Prospector

Many migrants from Venezuela, Colombia, Guatemala and other Latin American countries are left to fend for themselves and take shelter in places such as San Jacinto Plaza in downtown El Paso. Photo by Annabella Mireles/The Prospector

BY ITZEL A. GIRON
The Prospector

Downtown El Paso and San Jacinto Plaza which is most notable for its warm and welcoming environment, has turned into a disheartening place as visitors greet the eyes of hopeless migrants waiting for the foreseeable future. Today and for an unknown amount of days ahead, people visiting see migrant families, shoeless children, teenagers in search of food and cigarettes, or pregnant mothers holding their bellies while wearing torn shirts.

El Paso has become the topic of the migrant crisis once again as Migrants have begun to pour into the migrant crisis once again as many other migrants come with the hopes of finding work and a better life. Whether it’s alone or with family many try to find work quickly to send funds back to their home countries.

Almost every migrant interviewed by The Prospector says these journeys are never easy as many travel months on end and months just to arrive at any port of entry, whether that be here in El Paso or in Eagle Pass, with no idea of what the future holds. For 32-year-old migrant Ender, who comes from Venezuela, the means of transportation to get here was riding the infamous ‘La Bestia’ or ‘The Beast’ in English.

‘La Bestia’, the freight train starting in Chiapas; a southern Mexican state that borders Guatemala, is where many choose to decide their fate. Most migrants making a run for it in the darkness of the night and illegally jumping onto the train like Ender, they risk their lives and the lives of their families all for a better life. A well-known characteristic of ‘La Bestia’ is the lack of passenger cars, meaning migrants are forced to sit atop cargo putting them at risk of falling over, many times, to their deaths.

‘Me monté en el tren y había un accidente y tuvimos que bajarnos del tren,’ Ender said. ‘Vi varios delincuentes que buscaban de montarse en el tren. No vi personas que se cayeron, pero sí es duro.’

Many migrants like Ender arrive in Ciudad Juárez after hitching a ride on ‘La Bestia’ which is not an easy feat but is a necessary one to leave the troubles of their homes. Ender speaks on the dangers of riding ‘La Bestia’ and although he encountered no deaths, he knows why many struggle to survive.

‘En Venezuela perdi mi hogar a manos de la delincuencia y no tenía apoyo en la familia de mi esposa ni de mi familia. Y decidí buscar como quien dice, un mejor futuro para mis hijos,’ Ender said.

Arriving in the borderland with six kids and a wife, Ender says he is looking for work to provide for his family.

‘No quisiera depender de cosas así, sino o sea, con un permiso que yo pueda estar trabajando un bien sin tener problemas de nada. Sería una buena ayuda,’ Ender said.

Ender hopes the U.S. can help him get a work visa or find work in general as many other migrants come with the hopes of finding work and a better life. Whether it’s alone or with family many try to find work quickly to send funds back to their home countries.

‘Vengo sola, estoy sola y bueno en la calle,’ 25-year-old migrant María said.

Arriving in El Paso alone, María; a migrant from Colombia finds herself at a crossroads trying to find her way to Orlando, Fla. where she says a friend is waiting for her with a job. A job which she hopes will help provide so she can send money back to her family.
BY MEAGAN GARCIA

The Prospector

Those outside of El Paso might know the border city for its scorching temperatures and ongoing migrant crisis, but now many can think of El Paso for its phenomenal Border Patrol Tactical Unit K9 unit because of its most recent heroic effort. Many kudos were given to the El Paso Bortac Unit when they were called into Chester County Prison to assist in capturing an escaped inmate. Chester County lies in a rural area about 30 miles west of Philadelphia. While the institution contains multiple criminal offenders, one recent addition to its population is 14-year-old Dandel Cavalcante, a convicted murderer.

In April 2021, Cavalcante was arrested in Vigil, N.M., by a former girlfriend. Officials also discovered he was wanted for murder in his home country of Brazil.

Cavalcante went viral on social media after footage was released of him escaping the prison by crab walking up a wall and slipping through a razor wire to reach the roof. Officials say this was a tech- nique used for an attempted escape by another inmate.

Officials say his escape brought on a two-week manhunt that began Aug. 31, that included him travelling through thick brush, eating watermelons for survival, and even being seen on a home camera, leading law enforcement officials to catch on to his trail. The U.S. Border Patrol says in situations like these, BORTAC units provide sup- port all over the country.

“The men and women of U.S. Customs and Border Protection provide integral law enforcement support to local authorities, pro- tecting and serving local communi- ties around the country alongside our partners,” the statement said.

Despite Cavalcante’s efforts, the El Paso Border Patrol Tactical Unit (BORTAC) and his K9, Yoda, were able to apprehend him.

Former border patrol chief in El Paso and Tucson, AZ, Victor Manjarrez, mentions how she had the element of surprise and how her role is routine in these units.

“When you’re looking at a high-risk, barricaded, suspects or a potentially violent suspect,” Manjarrez said. “You have a canine handler to subdue the subject on the stomach, on the ground.”

Thanks to the El Paso Bortac Unit and Yoda the K9, Cavalcante will be serving his life sentence at State Correctional Institutions Phoenix.

By BRY RUZ

The Prospector

Between the rising cost of goods, finding a job and being a college student, there are plenty of reasons to be on a path of discovery at UTEP. While there are many options at UTEP to help students with economic mobility, the university has decided to continue its partnership with Discover Financial Services.

With the partnership being a year old, students will be able to con- tinue getting more work experience as well as earn more money to offset the cost of living.

“To deliver on our mission of access and economic mobility, we need to use every tool at our disposal to reduce college costs and create educational experiences that prepare students for the world of work,” said John Wulch, Ph.D., UTEP Provost and Vice President for academic affairs. “This model allows us to do both at the same time.”

UTEF credits the National Non- Profit Education at Work (EAW) a nonprofit that helps students gain real-world experiences with major employers. EAW partnership allows UTEP students to work on behalf of Discover Financial Services.

“Discover is our mission: to help people spend smarter, manage their debt better, and save more to achieve a brighter financial future. This partnership builds on that mission by helping students advance their formal education while learning important job skills,” said Tracy Hedrick, Discover Financial Services vice president of card operations. “We are excited to invest in these students while they are pursuing careers in their field of study and building brighter financial futures.”

Apart from gaining real work ex- perience, students will also develop resume-ready skills, earn a wage, have flexible hourly work, while also receiving up to $3,250 per year of employee-paid tuition assistance. This has helped a lot of students cover the cost of college, as well as passed their skills in the job market.

“My experience with this job is learning about confidence, control, and patience,” Jocelyn Martinez, a student who has experience working under Education at Work, said. “Discover even helps students with a script at hand. All I have to do is reach out and redirect the customers. I think it’s a great opportunity, not only for students but also for those who are interested in the financial field.”

There will be times when stu- dents will have to use their prob- lemsolving skills to help customers in need, such as directing them to the correct person to making trans- actions more manageable.

For newer students or returning students on campus, having this option to work can be beneficial in the long run.

Not only are students focusing on studying, but some financial aspects are covered as well, increas- ing the chances of success post- graduation.

“This job is great for someone who is very open to people, espe- cially when it comes to answering clients,” UTEP student Andres Galvan said. “I have had this preoc- cupation of finding a job with a flexible work schedule, I think that by trying to work here on campus, it can help students to not only gain money but also gain experi- ence.”

While a lot of these skills can be out of a student’s comfort zone, it’s a great way to invest in their future.

Students at UTEP can apply for opportunities with Education at Work and Discover Financial Services at educationatwork.org/ student-jobs.

Want to shape Texas higher education policy?

APPLY FOR A Prestigious Student Leader position!

The UTEP Student Government Association is currently soliciting applications for these state-level positions.

Current UTEP students who will be enrolled again next year and are in good academic standing may apply.

Non-voting Student Representative to the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB)

Students seeking nomination to an Advisory Committee may serve on one of four Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) advisory committees for one academic year term beginning June 1, 2024 and ending May 31, 2025.

The advisory committees are: Apply Texas; Learning Technology; Financial Aid, and Texas Transfer

Apply: https://www.utep.edu/student-affairs/sga/get-involved/thechb.html

Student Regent for The University of Texas System

The UT System Student Regent has the same rights as regularly appointed board members, except the right to vote or be counted towards a quorum for official board business. Students seeking nomination may serve for one academic year term beginning June 1, 2024 and ending May 31, 2025.

Apply: https://www.utep.edu/student-affairs/sga/get-involved/uts-regent.html

For additional information, contact SGA at 747-5584 Union East Building, Room 304.
UTE P breaks record for highest freshman enrollment second time in a row

The start of the fall semester means many things like festivities, fun and freshmen, which according to UTEP, are plenty this year.

For the second year in a row, UTEP has announced the breaking of its all-time freshman record.

With more first-year students enrolling at UTEP, many offices on campus are preparing new ways to start the school year and are learning how to deal with the influx.

According to a UTEP press release, more than 3,800 students enrolled, which is a four percent increase over last year’s fall enrollment.

Overall enrollment has shown to have grown around two percent from last year with more than 24,300 students enrolled at UTEP.

With this rise, in first-year students, how does UTEP plan to accommodate them?

Through newly added sections in freshman core component courses to accommodate the increase, the university has done more to make room for the growth in students.

“In 2021, UTEP developed its Strategic Enrollment Plan, which included aspirations to grow enrollment,” UTEP officials said. “The University experienced 20 years of growth prior to the pandemic and planned to continue growing. It has implemented programs and plans to increase infrastructure to support enrollment growth.”

There are many factors that this growth can be attributed to. One factor was UTEP’s record-breaking fall enrollment was news that made headlines. The Wall Street Journal ranked UTEP as the top school in Texas for social mobility, Sept. 7. Meaning that of the colleges in Texas, UTEP was found to have helped lower-income students find higher-paying jobs while minimizing attendance costs. This achievement combined with other factors increased UTEP’s fall enrollment.

“University officials attribute these enrollment increases to a combination of factors. One long-term effort that has impacted enrollment is a close collaboration with the school districts in the region to increase the percentage of students who directly enroll in higher education,” University officials said.

Every year, UTEP and EPCC come together to meet with key leaders in the districts to review and find ways to guide high school students into their campus, to increase enrollment rates.

“One of the most important among those is the Paydirt Promise, which allows students from families whose adjusted gross income is $75,000 or less to be eligible to attend UTEP tuition free through a combination of grants and other gift aid,” University officials said.

In addition to the lack of tuition increase for the next two school years, UTEP has not only put plans into motion to draw in more students, but they have done it successfully.

UTEP has prepared for the current influx of students, but these new regulations and programs are here to stay for incoming students for years to come.

With another semester of the highest first-year enrollment of all time, UTEP has guaranteed students that their new journey will be one to enjoy.

Elisha Nuñez is a staff reporter that can be reached at egnnunez2@miners.utep.edu
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THE CENTER FOR ACCOMMODATIONS AND SUPPORT SERVICES (CASS)
IS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS WITH

AIM Online Portal

AIM allows students to access or request services online and from the comfort of their home 24/7.

Use your UTEP logins to request accommodations, check your status or apply to be a notetaker.

AIM is for faculty as well!

Cassportal.utep.edu

Glean

Glean is a new app offered by CASS that helps students record and transcribe class lectures, take notes and more to guarantee students a successful learning experience.

Students interested in using Glean must be registered with CASS and qualify for this accommodation.

utep.edu/cass

cass@utep.edu
(915) 747-5148
A look inside UTEP physicists’ discoveries

Dr. Ahmed El-Gendy created a new substance for quantum computing after four years of testing and research. Photo by Brandon Johnson / The Prospector

The Office of Student Fellowships and Awards
supports UTEP students who are applying for nationally competitive scholarships and fellowships to fund graduate school and overseas experiential learning (research, teaching assistantships, etc.).

What is an external fellowship?
Nationally competitive funding opportunities that are:
• Based on academic merit as opposed to financial need
• Open to students from a variety of majors
• Eligibility, application materials, and deadlines vary depending on the award
• Involve a substantial amount of time commitment and careful planning

What do these awards provide?
Depends on the award, includes but is not limited to:
• Funding for overseas experiential learning: research, intensive language study, teaching assistantships, etc., both during undergrad and beyond
• Funding for graduate school either domestically or abroad

Why should I apply?
The application process is a form of professional development in and of itself:
• Become a more confident writer
• Sharpen interviewing skills
• Think critically about future goals

Is my first or second year too early to start thinking about these opportunities?
Absolutely not! Most applications are due junior or senior year, but joining our Undergraduate Fellows Program as a first-year student or sophomore will help you prepare.

Stay connected! Log in to view upcoming information sessions.
El Paso Space Festival launching into orbit

A galactic atmosphere filled with kids dressed in space costumes, aliens and astronaut inflatables filled the room as the fifth annual El Paso Space Festival kicked off Sept. 22. It was a festive aura bringing people together, where families and kids explored the mysterious realms of space history in El Paso.

Partnersing up with Insights Science Discovery to celebrate the 95th anniversary of El Paso International Airport, Marketing and Air Service development manager, Cassandra Davison, considers the occasion to bring more people to the space industry and inspire the young minds of tomorrow.

“The goal for the airport is to bring these industries to El Paso to prevent the brain drain,” Davison said. “We are working to bring high-paying skilled laborers so our future community members, the children here today, are inspired. They will have a place to work and stay in El Paso, so we are hopefully inspiring minds and keeping them here for the future.”

Demonstrating the rich history of space exploration and beauties of the moon, UTEP professor Jose Hurtado was among the guest speakers and representatives from UTEP sharing hidden gems and space innovation in the Sun City.

“El Paso is in a great place for space, we have a lot of history here,” Hurtado said. “We are right in the middle of different space exports, and a lot is going on at UTEP, so this touches the El Paso community in many ways, and hopefully I can do my small part and be an ambassador for that.”

Nestled near White Sands Missile Range and neighbored by the commercial space industry that infuses the U.S. Southwest, El Paso has a significant history regarding space travel and the festival featured those cosmic achievements and industry.

On the horizon, landmarks like Blue Origin in Van horn, Texas, and Virgin Galactic at Spaceport America, are shooting for the stars with their discoveries and the festival highlighted the work they have done.

The festival explored artistic aspects of space exploration with booths having NASA representatives and space agencies present.

Apart from highlighting space, the festival had hands-on activities where kids could draw and paint while learning about outer space. They had bouncy houses and an illuminated dance floor where kids danced the night away as adults were able to watch flights depart into the evening sky. Food trucks and Insight representatives, Rogelio Garcia were there teaching kids about space.

“This event is a great opportunity for kids to learn about space and consider opportunities in careers related to space, so it is great for them to get exposed to this material,” Garcia said. “This is a great way to show the outreach that we have in the community and inform them about the space opportunities in El Paso.”

Throwing paper plate rockets in the air, Rodrigo Valdes, a student from Harmony School of Science, considers the event an opportunity to connect with the community and share the knowledge of rockets with kids.

“You learn new things from the kids as well teach them new things,” Valdes said. “Everyone here likes rockets, space, airplanes, so you get the chance to connect. It’s important for the next generation of students and little kids to be engaged in rockets, space and planes so they can take our spot when we get older.”

Immersing the warehouse with the Star Wars theme song, parents guided their kids through the space activities while being greeted by cosplayers dressed in Star Wars costumes, adding more excitement to the event.

Among the crowded room of parents with children, attendee Milli Molinar favored the event as an opportunity for her daughter and kids to learn about space travel and planes.

“It looks fun for the little kids, I have a little kid who likes airplanes, so we thought this event would be perfect for her,” Molinar said. “I think kids should learn more about space and aviation. I know there is (stigmas) around planes being scary, and with kids getting more exposure to them, it will hopefully bring in a fun atmosphere.”

An alluring experience for guests that features a diverse array of activities and exhibits will have its last event, Saturday, Sept. 30. It will display rocket launches and a stargazing party to end the night, and the local community is encouraged to attend. More information is available at insightselpaso.org.

Erik Acosta is the web and copy editor and may be reached at emacosta6@miners.utep.edu.

Meagan Garcia, editor
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CREATING LEADERS FOR THE PAST 75 YEARS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO.
WE HAVE ROOM FOR YOU.

DECIDE TO LEAD.

For more info about the Army ROTC program at the University of Texas at El Paso, call our main office at (915) 747-6521, or email shermaneez6@utep.edu. Visit us at https://www.utep.edu/liberalarts/milsci.
Art struggles in the battle against AI

With the popularity of artificial intelligence (AI) increasing, it is difficult to fathom how it has taken over the art world. Completely changing the way creative works are produced, AI is being used in multiple forms of art, including music. The use of AI in art has become an extremely controversial topic. Art is a channel meant for people to express themselves emotionally and spiritually. When art is developed by AI, this aspect of it is taken away, leaving many to wonder if AI-generated art can be considered “art.”

Image generators are used to create “art,” but in reality, it lacks the personality and lived experience of an artist. Similar to AI-generated writing, the artistry and individualism of the author is lost, decreasing a unique piece of written work to simple words on paper. It is a comparable situation in the music industry, as AI tools are being used to generate new music from current artists. However, to a certain extent, music technology has been moving towards AI for the last 15 years, with the introduction of GarageBand by Apple. Other programs have followed, allowing users to generate beats or instrumentals to record with. One example of this is SongStarter by BandLab, in which the program will generate an instrumental with only lyrics and emojis.

AI has had more controversial moments in music as some are using it to bring back the vocals of artists who have died. People are using this tool to have long-gone artists’ “sing” covers by artists, giving listeners the opportunity to imagine the possibilities of artists like Freddie Mercury or Kurt Cobain having lived longer.

“I think that AI art is a new form of art, but it’s not as expressive as actual art,” said Arabella Ramirez, a music major at UTEP. In a unique twist, AI is being used not to generate the voice, but to repair the recordings Lennon made before his death in 1980.

In the case of McCartney and the Beatles, AI is being used not to generate the voice, but to repair the recordings Lennon made before his death in 1980. Although the effects of AI can be enormous, it is hard to imagine a world that is enveloped by AI-generated art.

Nicholas Maes is a staff reporter and may be reached at nemaes@miners.utep.edu

The usage of artificial intelligence has become controversial due to the ethics surrounding it. Photo generated through StarryAI

Beatles’ upcoming song, "He was able to extricate John’s voice from a ropey little bit of cassette, where it had John’s voice and a piano," McCartney said. He could separate them with AI. "All of that is kind of scary, but exciting because it’s the future," McCartney said in an interview with BBC Radio 4. Peter Jackson used similar AI technology in the Beatles documentary, “Get Back,” and was able to use that same technology for the Beatles’ upcoming song. He was able to extricate John’s voice from a ropey little bit of cassette, where it had John’s voice and a piano, McCartney said. He could separate them with AI. Although some consider AI as art, the question is where is the line drawn? The difference lies in how AI is being used. AI art can generate great images, but without the human touch, it makes it difficult for some to determine what the meaning is behind it.

In the case of McCartney and the Beatles, AI is being used not to generate the voice, but to repair the recordings Lennon made before his death in 1980. Although the effects of AI can be enormous, it is hard to imagine a world that is enveloped by AI-generated art.

Nicholas Maes is a staff reporter and may be reached at nemaes@miners.utep.edu

The usage of artificial intelligence has become controversial due to the ethics surrounding it. Photo generated through StarryAI

In addition to visual art, AI tools are also being used to generate beats or instrumentals to record with. Photo generated through StarryAI

The usage of artificial intelligence has become controversial due to the ethics surrounding it. Photo generated through StarryAI

It takes one person doing one thing to help prevent campus violence.

Free breakfast, t-shirts, and prizes will be provided for participants while supplies last.

LIMITED SPACES ARE AVAILABLE. SIGN UP NOW!

RSVP ON MINETRACKER

If you need ADA accommodations, contact CARE at career@utep.edu at least two weeks prior to event date.

utep.edu/CARE
915-747-7452

VISIT WWW.THEPROSPECTORDAILY.COM FOR MORE INFO
El Paso steals the spotlight in new movie adaptations

BY ELISHA NUÑEZ
The Prospector

This year has been an exciting one for El Paso, especially when it comes to movies. From superheroes to a superstar wrestler, cinema holds an exciting place for comics and characters from the Sun City. Although the movies were not filmed in El Paso, they can still be a beacon to draw more attention to a city that may be forgotten by most. Popular titles like “Blue Beetle,” and features like “Ariostole and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe,” have ties with El Paso. The first was adapted from a comic series where the main character is a teen from the “915,” while the second takes place in El Paso during the 1980s. Another movie, “Casandra,” features a character based on a real-life El Pasoan, actually shot some of its scenes in El Paso. These movies have El Pasoans talking, like Josú Sepulveda, an architecture student in El Paso.

“I think it’s a good thing that more movies and comic books are set in El Paso (because the city) has a lot of places nobody knows about.”

Apart from iconic cityscapes, the attention these movies are drawing to El Paso can also play a big part in the careers of writers or directors in the city. Some might not think of El Paso as a destination for the arts, but these movies may be able to change that perspective. Media attention like this can also uplift many artists based in the city and it could allow them to show their work to people across the country. “El Paso is amazing, but not the most applicable for people in the arts,” said Vianah Vasquez, a junior in communication studies with a minor in creative writing at UTEP. “Most artists, including myself, would likely move to bigger cities to perform in El Paso but will give audiences a chance to see El Paso but will give audiences a chance to see the culture that exists in the people and the Mexican culture of the border city. From out-of-towners to native El Pasoans, many will be grating up to see El Chico repre-sented through action-packed and coming of age stories.”

The film “Blue Beetle” made its premiere Aug. 18. Photo by Iziah Moreno/The Prospector

El Paso is no stranger to the rhythm and beat of music, and 2023 promises to be a spectacular year for music enthusiasts as a variety of artists from different genres grace the city with their presence. The Sun City’s music scene is incredibly diverse, offering something for every musical taste. Recently, the city has witnessed a surge in live performances, showcasing talent from both local artists and international sensations. “I’m excited to go to Kali Uchis’ concert,” said UTEP student, Idaly Mata. “I’m a big fan and I feel so happy that more artists are coming to perform in El Paso. Now I don’t have to pay for transportation and accommodation if I want to see my favorite singers.”

El Paso has a unique cultural identity that can benefit from exposure to different forms of art and music. Artists touring the city can introduce their own styles and perspectives, contributing to a broader cultural exchange.

By touring in cities like El Paso, artists can encourage the appreciation of arts and creativity outside major metropolitan areas. It can motivate local artists and creatives to pursue their passion and contribute to their communities. “It’s nice that more artists are interested in performing in El Paso,” said UTEP student, Adrian Lopez. “The concert I’m most excited about is Cigarettes After Sex. I really like their music, but I hadn’t been able to see them live on stage.”

Touring in diverse settings challenges artists to adapt and evolve their performances based on different audience responses and expectations. It can lead to personal growth and a broader artistic perspective. Artists can integrate elements of the local culture into their performances, preserving and celebrating unique traditions, history and diverse stories.

“Big artists are interested in El Paso,” Mata said. “Rebelde performed last month, and it was a big concert. Luis Miguel will come next year and I’m sure many people from outside of El Paso will come as well, which means more tourism for the city.”

Touring in El Paso supports the local economy by generating revenue for venues, hotels, restaurants and businesses. It can provide job opportunities for locals involved in event organization, management and media. Performing in the city contributes to cultural enrichment, economic development and the overall growth of the arts while creating meaningful connections with a broader spectrum of audiences.

Keep an eye on upcoming events to catch your favorite artists live and immerse yourself in the vibrant music culture of Sun City.

A melodic fiesta: Artists touring EP
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Paving a path to gridiron greatness in the Dimel era

Editor's note: This article was written prior to the start of the 2023 football season.

UTEF football coach Dana Dimel is entering his sixth season as head coach and Dimel is ready for the upcoming season. Dimel is also excited to see the players become leaders through the UTEP football program.

At the start of his athletic career Dimel grew up playing golf; he played football in the third grade but quit to focus on the putt. Dimel decided to try out for football in the tenth grade, but decided he was not the best player on the team.

“I couldn’t even get through the bags or anything, so then I dedicated myself to being a player and I improved steadily after that,” Dimel said.

Coaching was not always in the cards for Dimel either as he signed a contract to play for the Minnesota Vikings after college, but was faced with a career-ending knee injury. Dimel then went to a specialist in Cincinnati for reconstructive surgery, but they were unable to conduct the surgery.

Dimel started out as a strength coach after helping in the weight room at Kansas State University and transitioned into becoming a graduate assistant which led to and transitioned into becoming a graduate assistant which led to coaching.

“I’m kind of liking this now, but I never really had a plan to do it,” Dimel said. “I didn’t know what I was going to do, which is what I tried to warn guys against. Have a plan, right? Have something ready, football’s not going to last forever.”

Dimel’s MO (mode of operation) has been turnaround programmes from Kansas State to the University of Houston and now UTEP where he led the Miners to its first bowl game appearance since 2014 in the 2021 season. The key to success begins in practice with the philosophy of having short, crisp practices.

“We’re very intense because of that, because the practices aren’t long drawn out and mundane, and our players can be very aggressive and active at the practices,” Dimel said.

Bringing out the best in a player is all about finding their motivation, Dimel motivates each player on the team in a different way by seeing what is important to them and why they play the game of football.

He says staying motivated can be difficult and he says once he finds their “why,” he can start seeing how to help each player.

Dimel encourages each player to show their personality while being aggressive for what they want, and he wants teammates to look after each other.

“There’s nobody you know on this planet that doesn’t have trouble staying motivated, right? And so, they need support,” Dimel said.

“My point is everybody needs support, and so coaches’ jobs a lot of times are to take players to places they don’t really want to go, but places that are going to make them better. You cannot have success on a team unless you’re selfless. So, it’s very, very important to be unified, to care about your teammates and to be selfless.”

Dimel is excited for the upcoming football season as UTEP continues to mold its team, see them become leaders and have them teach the new players to become better leaders.

“Dimel said he likes the competitive edge of the team and believes they are the most athletic they have ever been.

“We’re young at some spots, but I think we got really good leadership, and we got some big-time players that can help this athleticism with the young guys to show,” Dimel said.

For teams facing off against the Miners, Dimel wants them to view the Miners as players who work hard, perform at a high level and do things the way they are supposed to be done.

“I think the thing I’m most proud about our Miners right now is how well these guys carry themselves off the field and how well they’re doing in the classroom,” Dimel said.

“We’re setting records each and every year for our team GPA and I want to continue to do that.”

Football falls to UNLV Rebels in second home game

UTEF football (1-4, C-USA 0-1) fell to the University of Nevada-Las Vegas (UNLV) Rebels (3-3) in an engaging game for the Miners second home game.

What started as an engrossing two quarters, ended in defeat for the Miners with the Rebels securing the win with a score of 45-28. Linebacker Tyrice Knight accumulated 15 more tackles with 13 solo stops.

Running back Torrance Burgess Jr. had a rush career high of 99 yards on 19 carries.

Wide receiver Kelly Akharaiyi had 92 yards on four catches.

Defensive end Pravin Amewohla tied his eight-tackle career best and picked off his first ever career pass. UTEP Miners Football Head Coach Dana Dimel spoke about his thoughts about the game, and what the Miners can do better entering conference play.

“I really liked the way our guys fought in the third quarter as far as getting that touchdown drive together,” Dimel said. “One of our goals is to win the last four minutes of the second quarter, which gives you momentum, but we obviously didn’t do that.”

Dimel detailed how many instances involving missed plays and poor defense affected the game.

“The blocked punt was very critical for us early in the game,” Dimel said. “You can’t give up blocked punts and to me the game was just starting to take flow and we give up the blocked punt; (which) gives UNLV a touchdown opportunity.”

Fan Don Smelser speaks about the hope he has for UTEP going forward this season.

“The potential is there, but they are just not clicking and they make too many errors,” Smelser said. “As this point in time they have enough talent to compete with anyone they play with, but they need to get their timing down.”

UTEF stays in El Paso to play the LA Tech Bulldogs (2-3, C-USA 1-0) Friday, Sept. 29, 7 p.m. at the Sun Bowl.

Statistics from UTEP Athletics
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Dana Dimel looks onto the field during the Miners’ loss versus the University of Nevada-Las Vegas on Sept. 23 at the Sun Bowl. Photo by Joel Molina/The Prospector

Football falls to UNLV Rebels in second home game
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UTEP head coach Dana Dimel looks onto the field during the Miners’ loss versus the University of Nevada-Las Vegas on Sept. 23 at the Sun Bowl.

Statistics from UTEP Athletics

J. MAIJava | 15/27, 190 YDS, 1 INT
T. BURGESS JR. | 19 CAR, 99 YDS, 1 TD
G. HARDISON | 14/31, 225 YDS, 3 INT
W. WHITE | 2 REC, 62 YDS, 31 AVG
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It was not too long ago when UTEP volleyball was a struggling program. From 2000 to 2009, UTEP only saw three seasons (2005, 2012 and 2013) with a winning percentage at or above .500 in conference play. This includes the Miners’ time with the Western Athletic Conference and the entrance into Conference USA. This was until UTEP handed the reins of the program to its current head coach, Ben Wallis. Wallis was brought on after the firing of Hailey Watts. The UTEP volleyball team under Watts did not see a winning season since she was brought on in 2013. Following the departure of Watts after the 2018 season, UTEP Director of Athletics Jim Senter announced a national search for a new coach whose new hire would take place.

The search lasted over a month as Senter found his coach in Ben Wallis who, prior to joining UTEP, was an assistant coach for New Mexico State (NMSU). Senter touted Wallis’ recruiting abilities and his familiarity with the West Texas region. “We had a great applicant pool and (Wallis) emerged as one of the top candidates,” Senter said in December 2018. “His name kept coming up as the Miners would win ten games. Something that had not happened since the 2013 season. The team would break another milestone as the team finished with 24 wins, the most since the 1988 season. That same season, the team would receive its first ever postseason bid. The Miners would reach the semifinals of the National Invitational Volleyball Championship where the team fell.”

In Wallis’ inaugural 2019 season, the Miners went 13-35 and 6-8 in conference play. The following season would show more promise as the Miners would win ten games. Something that had not happened since the 2013 season. The team would break another milestone as the team finished with 24 wins, the most since the 1988 season. That same season, the team would receive its first ever postseason bid. The Miners would reach the semifinals of the National Invitational Volleyball Championship where the team fell. A program turnaround like this is difficult, especially for smaller programs. Wallis, however, does not dwell on what he did, rather what is in front of the team. “The message this year was that we needed to live more in the present in everything we do and focus just on what was in front of us that day,” said Wallis. “We’ve retooled the roster with a crazy high number of athletic kids, and we’ve also just recruited people that love sports, working hard, and are willing to do things that are outside of their comfort zone in order to be great here and fit with our hard hat culture.”

Naturally, an impressive turn-around and attracts a number of accolades. From nods by national ranking polls to C-USA accolades, UTEP has made an impressive stand since Wallis’ arrival. Wallis chooses to see these awards as a progress meter rather than a destination through. “They just mean that we’re moving in the right direction and that we’re giving ourselves a chance to win our conference and be a top 50 or top 100 program in America each and every season,” said Wallis. One of the biggest draws for Wallis during the national search was his recruiting ability. Players from all around the world have decided to come play for UTEP. Getting players in the building is tough and schools pay good money to those who can sell a team to a recruit. Starting a good recruiting program can be tricky. Good teams have good players because they win, but they win because they have good players. This becomes a “chicken and egg” scenario. Wallis has a simple way to recruit players through, simply leaning back on UTEP and El Paso as a whole. “We can sell UTEP to so many different types of players now because of how successful we’ve been in several areas,” said Wallis. “The fact that we have awesome crowds, our city is a melting pot full of culture and great people. We have an academic institution that is very highly thought of and is a Tier 1 research institution allows for us to recruit really anyone we want now.”

At NMSU, Wallis grew a great deal of admiration for Head Coach Mike Jordan. Jordan has been at NMSU for over 25 years where he became the most winningest coach in the school’s history racking up 544 wins. Some of those wins were alongside Wallis. “I am still very close with Mike Jordan; head coach at NMSU, as he is my mentor and we’ve known each other for 20 years,” said Wallis. Jordan expressed his appreciation for Wallis when UTEP hired him back in late 2018. “UTEP made a great choice,” Jordan said. “Ben will do a great job there as he has here. I’m happy for Ben and Leah (Wallis’ wife) that they get to stay close to family and he has this opportunity. He’s a really good coach and an even better friend, so I’m glad he’ll be close by.”

The UTEP-New Mexico State rivalry spans across several sports, including volleyball and has been contention. For Wallis, who has coached on both sides of the rivalry, find enjoyment when facing his alma matter. “It’s a great rivalry for me in many ways,” said Wallis. “I went to and coached at NMSU and have a big heart for them except when we’re playing each other. My wife played volleyball at NMSU, and we both have degrees there and helped raise our kids in Las Cruces for 6 years. They’re good, we’re good, and we’ve played 4 times and each of those times we’ve played 5 sets each time with UTEP winning 2 and NMSU winning 2. Needless to say, each time we play it’s going to be pretty competitive.”

The Miners face Jax State Thursday, Sept. 28, at Memorial Gym to kick off regular season play. Statistics from UTEP Athletics.

Emanuel Rivas, Associate in the sports writer and multimedia content at The Prospector and the El Paso Times. e.rivas2@utep.edu or rivasemmanuel2 on Instagram.
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